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"Today's predominant ideology reduces the human world to a global jungle whose
primordial law is the survival of the fittest. Students who subscribe to this view want to
be equipped with well-honed professional and technical skills in order to compete in the
market and secure one of the relatively scarce fulfilling and lucrative jobs available. This
is the success which many students (and parents!) expect.
All American universities, ours included, are under tremendous pressure to opt en tirely for
success in this sense. But what our students want - and deserve - includes but transcends
this 'worldly success' based on marketable skills. The real measure ofourJesuit universities
lies in who our students become.
For four hundred and fifty years, Jesuit education has sought to educate 'the whole person'
intellectually and professionally, psychologically, morally 'llld spiritually. But in the
emerging global reality, with its great possibilities and deep contradictions, the whole
person is different from the whole persoll of the counter Reformation, the Industrial
Revolution, or the 20th Century. Tomorrow's 'whole person' cannot be whole without an
educated awareness of society and cultu re with which to contribute socially, generously,
in the reaJ world. T'omnrrow's whole person must have, in brief, a well-educated
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PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Roger A. Fortin
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Michael A. Webb, Dean Williams College of Business
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Robert Francis Carey Jr.
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BISHOP FENWICK TEACHER OF THE YEAR AWARD
William E. Daily
Department of Communication Arts
The College of Arts and Sciences
The Williams College of Business
The College of Social Sciences
University Scholarships and Awards
(Awarded at Honors ConVocfltion, April!2, 2003)
The Universiry Art Award Robert B. Anderson
The Biology Award Kathryn P. Lambourne
Kasey L. Rohling
Erin M. Steinbrunner
The Dr. J. T. Clear Biology Award Irfan M. Asif
Ryan D. King
The Joseph J. Peters, S.]. Scholarship Shawn A. Lewis
The American Institure of Chemists Award Andrew B. Jackson
The Frederick N. Miller, S.]. Award Matthew C. Mauck
The Alice D. Ragland Latin Award Laura K. Overron
The Joseph A. Verkamp Greek Award Robert W. Brewer
The John M. Zahurancik Award Claire F. Beimesch
The WVXU Public Service Award William E. Sluzewski




The Sweeney Achievement Award Greg T. LeSaint
The Karl P. Wentersdorf Shakespeare Award Brian J. Gogan
The John Patrick Scully Arhenaeum Prize Bradley J. Turner
The Mermaid Tavern Prize Heidi M. Connolly
The Robert G. McGraw History Award Aimee J. Hemmelgarn
Mary R. Schmid
The Louis J. and Mildred V. Simon History Award Mary A. Helmsing
Tracy A. Signet
The W. Eugene Shiels,S.]. History Award Nicholas J. Ehlman
The Robert H. Helmes Liberal Arts Award Lynn L. LeRoy
The Comer-Reynolds Award Kasey L. Rohling




The Kramer-Miller Mathematics Award Gregory A. Wiggers
The Richard J. Wehrmeyer Pi Mu Epilson Awarcl Stacy L. Hoehn
Michelle Lyman
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The John F. Niehaus Scholarship Kathryn A. Martell
The John F. Niehaus Award Devon T. Skyllingstad
The Compurer Science Service Award D. Kevin McGrath
The Joseph and Jeanne Bourgeois French Award Jeffrey S. Royer
The Joseph E. Bourgeois German Award Julie E. Wilbers
The Goethe Institute Award Thrine M. Kane
The Matias G. Vega Spanish Award Elizabeth E. Baker
The Music Award Katherine T. Newman
] ustin C. Riesenberg
The Marrin G. Dumler Philosophy Awarcl David]. Zoller
Archbishop McNicholas Philosophy Award Hannah K. Lawrence







The Theodore A. Kent-Bozhidar Kantarjiev Award Daniel R. Able
The Victor B. Nieporte, S.]. Theology Award Hannah K. Lawrence
Ryan M. McCafferty
The Dr. William J. Topmoeller Theology Award Katherine E. Meyer
The David William Snyder Theology Award Lauren P. Durst
The Criminal Justice Award Allison G. Clary
Scott A. Kerr
The Raymond F. McCoy Education Award David]. Igel
Kristin M. Keeper
Laura W. Vogan
The Mary Dahlstrom Scholarship Lindsay Prunty
The Sally Pruden Special Education Award Kathleen M. Convery
Suzann Johnson
The Frank McVay Award Bryan S. Corder
The John A. Wiethc Aw,ud Amy E. Schroeder
The Colonel Charles F. Williams Military Science Award Patrick D. Owsiak
Tht: Anna Schwanz Rollinger and Michael Rollinger Memorial Scholarship Sarah C. Joseph
The Helen Hurm Award Jessica E. Tillman




The' Virgini" ScardilLI IlllerdisciplilLllY hilicatioll Award "rislcn M. Hanzcl
The (:iIlcinILlli ()( ull'alio!l;r! TIll'I'ljlY i\"lll i,lliDn l.cadl'l'ship Award KrisLI N. Keller
Victoria A. Krahacher
TIll' LC(JI'gl' I:. aIllI Ag;llha M. Salter I'olilil,t! SCi,'flCc' I\ward Malthcw R. Byrne
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The Edward C. Gasiewicz Political Science Award Megan K. Siehl
The Clarence]. Wagner Sociology Award Kendra D. Massey
The Y.J. Bieliauskas Psychology Award Christine F. Muller
The Francis 1. Hamel Psychology Award Brian W. Weber
The Glen LaGrange Psychology Award Kristen E. Dugan
The Catherine Brizzolara Psychology Award Patricia K. Williams
The Cincinnati Psychological Association Award Varsha Mendiratta
Ann M. Moody
The Charlotte Towle Social Work Award Nichole L. Moorman
Molly K. Robertshaw









The Excellence in Accounting Award Lisa M. Knapp





The Craig Menderson Economics Award Michael D. Klaus
The Clifford S. Besse, S.]. Human Resources Award Christian M. Lovelace
The Clifford S. Besse, S.]. Human Resoll1"ces Scholarship Catherine M. Yates
The Wall Street Journal Undergraduate Achievement Award Patricia L. Ruszkowski





The Rothwell Award Michael A. McBride
The Excellence in Finance Award Neil]. Hantak
The John F. Niehaus Information Systems Award Katherine L. Bogenschutz
The Robert C. Klekamp Excellence in Management Award Eric Crowley
Michael Vyn
The Thomas J. Rueve Excellence in Management Award Jennifer A. Desmond
The Robert G. Kluener Excellence in Entrepreneurship Award Eric M. Keller
The Daniel W. Geeding Excellence in Entrepreneurship Award Theresa R. Krier
Tamarra L. Harden
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The William V. Masterson Memorial Scholarship Megan E. Gaus
Michael E. Kleinert
Gregory T. Silvey
The Walter A. Kumpf Marketing Award " Alexis A. Hannan
The VanKirk Family Scholarship Robert E. Bedilion
Tamarra L. Harden
Nicole M. Mazur
The Corilliam Honors Award Laura Knepfle Roman
The Antonio Johnson Scholarship Natasha A. Hamilton
The Aline Fredin Memorial Scholarship Jay S. Arns
Patrick B. Beehan
Molly A. Jacobs






(Awarded at the 27th Annual Antonio Johnson Scholarship Banquet, April 4, 2003)
Outstanding Freshman Award Shurrell Shuttles
Outstanding Sophomore Award James Gibson
Outstanding Senior Award Anthony Hudson
Service Award Devaughn Moore
Leadership Award Ayana Thomas
Scholarship Award Natasha Hamilton
24



































































































(Awarded ~lt ScllOlar·Arhlcte Awards Ceremony, April 12, 200j)
FOUR-POINT CLUB






RiHe Team, Spring Semester, 2002
Women's Tennis Team, Fall Semester, 2003






















Thomas J. Compton, III
Tyler V. Cross
AngeLl M. DiCarlo
Michelle' D. I )ickinsol1
Katharine J. I )uchek
Kristy S. I )uckwall
Erin M. [)UI1l1
DEANS' AWARDS





































































































MOST-IMPROVED STUDENT ATHLETE AWARD
































































THOMAS E. SEDLER AWARD
Eric M. Greenwell
Thrine M. Kane
HENRY B. BUNKER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Kristin N. Petrosky














































( ;n:gory A. Wiggers
Katy A. Wiles
•STUDENT DEVELOPMENT AWARDS
(Awarded ar Outstanding Leadership Awards Reception, April 12,2003)
Outstanding Resident Assistant Of The Year Jeffrey M. Callis
Outstanding Contribution To Commuter Students Meghan E. Gleason
Outstanding Contribution To Non-Traditional Students Tiffany Y. Halsell
Studenr Employee OfThe Year Benjamin A. Meer
Cultural Diversity Award Faculty - William E. Daily
Student - Keianna M. Matthews
Otto Kvapil Award Performance - Troy A. Zavagno
Technical- Sarah A. Fallon
SGA Organization Of The Year International Student Society
Miguel A. Rodriquez-Llamas, President
Advisor OfThe Year Michael J. Dunn
Advisor, X-Treme Fans
Rob Sieber Award Lynne R. Sebeck
Benjamin A. Meer
Loyola Medal For Commitment To Ministry Mary Kathryn Barkley
Todd M. Guidry
Dorothy Day Medal Of Honor Mehrdad S. Safavian
David B. Streicher Spirit OfXavier Award Joseph W. Van Deman
Fr. Francis]. Finn, S.]. Award Benjamin E. Krause
BOARD OF TRUSTEES EXCELLENCE
IN LEADERSHIP AWARDS
T amarra L. Harden
Mehrdad S. Safavian
Steven J. Weissenburger





SILVER X-KEY AWARD RECIPIENTS
Angela A. Su Luna









MILITARY HONORS AND COMMISSIONS
(May \6,2003)
DISTINGUISHED MILITARY GRADUATES
2L1' Justin M. Habash
2LT' Matthew D. Raymond
2L1' Marsh M. Rowell
COMMISSIONED AS SECOND LIEUTENANTS
UNITED STATES ARMY
ARMOR
2LT Jonathan M. Heist
2LT Matthew D. Raymond
ENGINEER
2LT Amy R. Bertke
2LT joseph E. Malone
2LT Marsh M. Rowell
FIelD ARTILLERY
2LT Aaron Barr
2LT jason T. Bugajski
INFANTRY
2LT Cory.J. Carter
2LT justin M. Habash
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE
2LT Richard R. Paden
UNASSIGNED






PAUL L. O'CONNOR LEADERSHIP AWARD
r-------------- WILLIAM JAMES LARKIN III
In his 45 years at Xavier University, William James Larkin III established himself as a gifted
professor, a talented administrator and strong faculty leader. And in each of these areas, he left a
legacy of commitment and excellence.
Larkin received his Bachelor of Science degree in physics from the University of Notre Dame in
1955. He earned his master's degree in philosophy at Xavier in 1957 and that same year became an
instructor in the University's department of philosophy. Two years later, he completed a Master of
Science degree in mathematics at the University and then went on to earn his doctorate in math-
ematics at the University of Cincinnati in 1961.
With the exception of one year as a visiting professor in mathematics at Northwestern University,
Larkin spent his entire professional career at Xavier. He served as an assistant professor of math-
ematics from 1960-1963, associate professor of mathematics from 1963-1967, and professor of
mathematics from 1967 until his retirement in 2002.
Along with his classroom duties, Larkin became chairman of the mathematics department in
1961 and held that post until 1979. In 1992, James E. Hoff, S.J., then University president, named
Larkin interim academic vice president. Larkin served in that capacity for one year.
Over the course of his career, Larkin was active on more than 20 University committees, includ-
ing five years on the budget committee, 10 years as director of the scholars program and 17 years as
chair of the mathematics department. He introduced computers to the University's students, staff
and faculty, established the University's computer center in 1965 and served as its first director.
Larkin also served as director of the graduate studies program in mathematics from 1961-1976 and
was twice selected as chair of the faculty committee.
Larkin also served as president of Xavier's chapter of the American Association of University
Professors, and was a member of the University's academic council, graduate council, rank and
tenure committee, core curriculum committee and presidential search committee.
Larkin's professional affiliations include memberships in the American Mathematics Society and
the Mathematical Association of America.
Larkin and his late wife, the well-known arts advocate and administrator Salli LoveLarkin, raised
five children. Their daughter, Shelagh Larkin, is a 1985 Xavier graduate and a field placement
coordinator in the University's department of social work.
In recognition of his contributions to the University both in the classroom and at the administra-




BERNARD L. DOWNEY- ----- ..
Bernard L. Downey grew up in Lima, a small town in central Ohio, where he ~lt(ended St. John's
school and church. In 1942, he brought [0 Xavier University his homegrown values that stress
devotion to t:lJl1ily and country and service to others. 'rhroughollt his life, he has focused on these
values by gaining an education, raising his many children, serving his country and giving back to his
community.
A year after he started at Xavier, he left: to join the U.S. Army, becoming a paratrooper and
traveling overseas with the 13th Airborne Division. Ati:er the war, he returned to Xavier in 1946 and
earned his bachelor's degree in philosophy in 1949. He attended the University of Notre Dame Law
School, bllt leti: in 1952 to join the Federal Bureau of Investigation, working there for three years. In
1956, he took out a loan and starred the B.L. Downey Co., a plastics coating business that has plants
in Californi'l, Tennessee, Georgia and Broadview, Ill. The company employs 230 people.
Meanwhile, he married Jean Ann Moorman, also of Lima, and they had 12 children-three girls
and nine boys-l () of whom graduated from Xavier. Bernard and Jean now have 38 grandchildren.
And as if that wasn't enough, Downey soon added service organizations to his list of activities. In
the last 25 years, he has been involved with more than 20 organizations, including Xavier University,
to which he has donated numerous statues, including the St. Francis of Assisi statue in the Downey
Family Sculprure Garden behind the McDonald Library and the newer statue of St. Ignatius Loyola
on the academic mall known as "Sf. Ignatius On the Run." The statues, cast in Italy, add to the
beauty and interest of the Xavier landscape.
Other organizations he's been involved with include the University of Notre Dame, Sr. Xavier
University in Chicago, Right to Life, the Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur and several shelter homes
for children.
The Downeys have contributed to Xavier in other ways, as well, including establishing the
Downey Family Scholarship fund in 1997. Bernard served as chair of Businesses Mobilized for
Xavier and, as a longtime member of the 1831 Society, he hosted an event at his Chicago-area
country club in 2001. He has contributed to the Our Lady, Queen ofVicrory renovation project at
the University and recently made a col1tribution to a scholarship fund to bring women students
from Kenya to study at the Univtrsity.
For thtse ~U1d his Illany other contriburions to sociery and longstanding dedication to Xavier, the
Universi ty is proud 10 presen t lknurd L. Downey wi th lhe Distinguished Alumnus Award.
HONORARY DEGREE CITATIONS
~·~----_··_~~--------~THOMAS G. CODY
The twin themes of service and education have played repeatedly in Thomas G. Cody's life.
While building his impressive career as an executive with two major corporations, Cody has worked
hard to ensure that future generations will live in a world of greater academic opportunity and trust.
Cody received his bachelot's degree from Maryknoll College in 1963. He earned aJ.D. from St.
John's University Law School in 1967, graduating fifth in his class, and was editor-in-chief of the
Law Review. After graduation, Cody launched a six-year career at Pan American World Airways Inc.,
where he ultimately served as senior vice president, general counsel and secretary. In 1982, Cody
moved to Federated Department Stores Inc. He was named the company's executive vice president
for legal and human resources in 1988, and subsequently assumed the role of vice chairman.
Cody serves on the boards of trustees of a numbet of institutions, including Xavier University,
Children's Hospital Medical Center, the National Conference for Community and Justice and the
National Underground Railroad Freedom Center. He's a past chair of both the United Way and
Community Chest of Greater Cincinnati and the Greater Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce Board
of Trustees. He has also served as chairman of the board of advisors for the Sisters of St. Ursula and
as chairman of the development committee of the Jesuit Secondary Education Association. In
addition, he's worked on the boards of trustees of the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra and the
Cincinnati Music Festival Association, served as general campaign chairman of the United Negro
College Fund Campaign in Cincinnati and played a key role on the Ohio Board of Regents Future
Task Force.
In 1996, he was elected to the board of directors of the National Conference of Christians and
Jews. And, in 1997, he received the Peace of the City Award, given by the Jewish Community
Relations Council of Cincinnati in recognition of his civic efforts and his dedication to a fair and
just society.
Over the years, Cody and his wife, Mary Ellen, have also given freely of their financial resources
to help support educational institutions both in Cincinnati and throughout the United States. The
couple has four children, and their oldest son, Thomas, is a graduate of the Xavier Master of
Business Administration program.
In 200 1, Cody undertook yet another civic challenge when he accepted the post of co-chair of
Cincinnati CAN, the panel established by Cincinnati Mayor Charlie Luken to study the complex
issue of race relations in the Queen City.
For exemplifying the highest ideals of service, Xavier University is proud to present Thomas G.
Cody with the degree of Doctor of Humanities, honoris causa.
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L. Ross LOVE ---------------~---,
Wherever L. Ross Love has gone, success has followed. Throughout his distinguished career as an
executive, entrepreneur and civic volunteer, Love has created a legacy of optimism, vision and
personal responsibility.
Love earned his bachelor's degree in political science from Syracuse University in 1968, and
moved immediately into a career in marketing and media with the Procter & Gamble Company.
After managing a number of the company's key brands, Love was named vice president of worldwide
advertising for the company in 1988. There he oversaw a marketing operation that totaled more
than $2 billion in annual spending.
Love retired from Procter & Gamble in September 1996 to run Blue Chip Broadcasting, a
company he started in 1995. Over the next six years, he transformed the one-station operation into a
19-station urban-format media group-the second-largest African-American-owned radio chain in
the United States. He sold the bulk of the chain in 200 1 and founded Blue Chip Enterprises, an
umbrella company that owns J&M Precision Machining and serves as a principal investor in several
companies starred by African-American entrepreneurs. He also kept his hand in broadcasting with
Blue Chip Communications, which owns WBDZ-AM "The Buzz" in Cincinnati,
Public service on both the local and national levels has long played a major role in Love's endeav-
ors. He's served as chairman of the Partnership for a Drug-free America's African-American Task
Force, where he develop virtually all of the anti-drug messages targeted to the African-American
community. He's worked as co-chairman of the Urban League of Cincinnati's capital campaign, and
has given his time to the boards of numerous organizations, including the Cincinnati Human Rights
Commission, the National Underground Railroad Freedom Center and the United Way and
Community Chest of Greater Cincinnati, Love's effortS have garnered him numerous local and
national awards, and in 2002 he was recognized with laureate status in the Greater Cincinnati and
Northern Kentucky Business Hall of Fame,
In ~lddition to giving his time, Love has been generous with financial support as well. Over the
years, Love's companies have funded scholarships and made major conrribLltions to the Urban
League, the African-American Ch~lInber of Commerce and a number of other civic organizations.
He and his wife, Cheryl, have been married more than 30 years, and in 2002 the two became the
second AII'ican-American couple in the United States to pledge $1 million to United Way. The
couple Ius two children, Ayanna and Jonathon, hoth graduates of Xavier University.
MO.lt recently, LOVl' h,lS undertaken yct an(){hn key role in the cOlllmunity, that of co-chair of
(:incitlnali (::\N, the group LO!lVenl·d hy (:incinnari I\1ayor (:harlie l.uken in 2001 to tackle the
Lomplv\ i",Ul' o( r.lll' ITlatio!l' in Ihe ()uecll (:ill'.
I'or hi" ,!,Ii'l'ITllIl'lll" .1Ild llllllrihutiol1\ ill .1 nll/llhn o( arl'as, and lilr emhodying so graccfully
alld "" \\'l'11 tlie l :niYn,ity\ own Ill',' and highl'\l idl·;d", Xavier Univn"ily i" proud to prcsent I..
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William John Bobowicz Jr.
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, University of Dayton
M.A., University of Dayton
Dissertation: Older Adults Personality Traits and
HIV Risk.
Internship Site: Lutheran Social Services of
Miami Valley, Dayton, Ohio
Carla Shawn Dreyer
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, Albion College
M.A., Xavier University
Dissertation: Competency to Stand Trial Related
Abilities in Non-Delinquent Juveniles
Internship Site: Riverbend Community Mental
Health, Inc., Concord, New Hampshire
Melissa Dawn Dunphy
B.A., With Honor, Ohio University
M.A., Xavier University
Dissertation: The ability of the MAYSI-2 to
Predict Suicide Attempts at aDetention
Facility.
Internship Site: XU Consortium, Cincinnati, Ohio
Meghan Maude Eberle
B.A., Cum Laude, Wittenberg University
M.A., Xavier University
Dissertation: An Investigation of Social Support
and Military-Related Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder
Internship Site: Jefferson County Internship
Consortium, Louisville, Kentucky
Susan Nancy LaVelle Ficke
B.A., Summa Cum Laude, University of Kentucky
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M,A., Xavier University
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B.S., Ball State University
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B.A" Indiana University
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B.A, North Carolina State University
BS, North Carolina State University
MS, University of North Carolina Charlotte
Prentice O'Neil Lipsey
BS" The Ohio State University
Beth Ann Moores
BA, TllOmas More College
M,B.A, Xavier University
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B.S., Ashland University
Fred Henry Zimmerman
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M.B.A., Xavier University
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B.S.N., Summa Cum laude, University of
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BA, Eastern Kentucky University
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B.S. Ball State University
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B.A., Lincoln Memorial University
'fravis Gale Erling
BA, Pennsylvania State University
Cori Ann Fawcett
B.S,Ed., Gum Laude, Miami University
Kevin Michael Ferry
B,A., Wright State University
Kari Elizabeth Flohn
B,S.Ed, University 01 Cincinnati
Tara Catherine Foley




B,A.. Northern Kentucky University
Kim Michelle Gates
B.A., Michigan State University
Angela Marie George
B.S.Ed, University 01 Dayton
Heather Michele Gilkeson
B.A" Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
Douglas Lee Ginn
B.S.. Cincinnati Bible College
Ulysses Sidney Grad uate Jr.
B.S,Ed., Central State University
Susan Ann Green
B.S.Ed., Summa Cum Laude, Miami University
Jennifer Koeppe Guy
B.A, Cum Laude, University of Kentucky
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B.A., Ball State University
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B.S" University of North Carolina
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B.S.Ed., Magna Cum Laude, Cabrini College
Anna Christina Keller
B,S., Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University
Laura Ann Kennedy
B.A., University of Kentucky
Yuval Joseph Kernerman
B.S" University 01 Toronto
Mary Elizabeth Kerr
8.S.Ed., Ohio University
Ronald Keith Kinmon Jr.
B,S.B,A.. Berea College
Amy Louise Kinsel








B.S,Ed., Wright State University
Christine Marie Kroner
B.S, University of Cincinnati
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BA, Cum Laude, Wngllt State University
James B, Lind
B,S.. Saint Joseplls College
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B.S,Ed. Miami University
Anne Love








B.S.Ed., University of Dayton
Krisropher Anthony Marshall




BS" University of Cincinnati
Anne Elizabeth Messerli
B.A., University of Wisconsin
Laurie J. Mischell
BA, Cum Laude, College of Mount 51. Joseph
Beth Marie Moody
B.S, Cum Laude, Xavier University
M, Lynne Morris
B.S., Eastern Kentucky University






BA, Northern Kentucky University
Regina Christine Niesen
BA, Cum Laude, The Ollio State University
Elaine Robena Nolte
B.SEd" University of Cincinnati













BA., Kentucky Wesleyan College
Daniel J. Richter
B.S., Florida Institute of Technology
Sarah Lynn Robertson
B.S.Ed., With Higl1 Honor, Ohio University
Steven J. Rossi




B.S., Magna Cum Laude, Xavier University
Brennan Michael Ryan
B,S., Magna Cum Laude, Xavier University
Tonya Kay Schaeffer
B.A., Kent State University
Lisa Marie Schlomer
B.S.Ed., Bowling Green State University
Julie Ann Lanter






B.S., South Carolina State University
Sheri Ann Simpson
B.S., Magna Cum Laude, University of Evansville
JoAnne Marie Skidmore
B.S.Ed., Kent State University
Billy Jack Smith
B.S., Middle Tennessee State University
Guy Mitchell Snyder
B.S., United States Naval Academy
Greta Nicole Spas-Smith
B.S., Cum Laude, SUNY College Brockport
M.S., Miami University
Nora Ryan Spencer
B.A., College of Mount SI. Joseph
Marla Joy Stacey
BS,Ed, Bowling Green State University
Robin Ann Stahl
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Joseph John Stollenwerk
B.A" Cum Laude, Kenyon College
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B.A., University of Cincinnati
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BA. Xaviel University
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A.B .. UniverSity of Michigan
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BA. Xavie r University
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B.S.N., Wright State University
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BA, Northern Kentucky University
M.A., Northern KentLicky University
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BA, Cum Laude, Miami University
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B.A, Nortllerll KenlllGky University
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Julie i'\hrie Young
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B.A" Tile Ohio State University
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Mary Wilson Barry
B,A" University of North Carolina
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BA, College of Mount SI. Joseph
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BA, Califomia State University
PI1.D., The Union Institute
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B.B.A., Cum Laude, University of Notre Dame
Steven Allan Boone




BA. Michigan State UniverSity
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BA. Miclligan State University
Michelle IVLtrie Dolezal
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8,S.Ed, Bowling Green State University
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B.S" Miami University
Damien Marquez Hodge Sr.
8.5., Tennessee State University
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BA, University of Mississippi
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B.S, Bowlll1g Green State University






A.B" University of Michigan
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BS.Ed" Bowling Green State University
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BA, University oj Cincinnati
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B.S" CUIll Laude, Xavier University
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B.SEd, University of Cincinnati
(:ollecn Kay Long
BS, University of Minnesota
C rl'gorl' Owen Long
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B.A.. Northern Kentucky University
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B.S, Gum Laude, Miami University
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B.S., Purdue University
Joan Mueller Tunninglcy
BS. Magna Cum Laude, Eastern Mlclligan
University
David CeraI'd Volk
BSEd, Wrigllt State University
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B.S.Ed., Cum Laude, Miami University
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B.S.Ed., Bowling Green State University
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B.S., Cum Laude, Ohio University
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B.A., Ohio Wesleyan University
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B.A., University of Cincinnati
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B.M., University of Cincinnati
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M.A., University of Cincinnati
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B.L.A., Cum Laude, Xavier University
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B.S.Ed. University of Dayton
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:'-.Jill,Jl' Fli ... ,t!'l·t!1 !'l'lnhaur
B S r1011 Collr~!JI~
Joseph L. Pennington
B.A., Cum Laude, Wilmington College
Sus.m Brooke Pennington




B.S.Ed., Wright State University
Jennifer Dawn Rammel
B.S.Ed., Bowling Green State University
Shannon Noel Reutman
BA, Thomas Mo re College
Carol Marie Rivera
B.S" Sonoma State University
Rebecca Lynn Roberge




8.S., Summa Cum LaUde, University of Cincinnati





8.S.Ed, Magna Cum Laude, University of Dayton
Deborah E, Schafer
8.S.N., Magna Cum Laude, Northern Kentucky
University











B.S., University of Soutllern Colorado
Brandi I.eAI1I1 Sledge
B.A., Soutllern Illinois University
.knifer Kristine Sleesl11an




8S., ColhJ(J!~ 01 Mount SI ,Joseph
Tara Ann Stamp
B,A" With Honors, The Ohio State University
Kenneth Atwell Stevenson
B.A., Cum Laude, Wilmington College
Paul Joseph Stratman
BA, Pontifical College Josephinum
Tracy Lyn Tester




8.S., Tennessee State University





B,S.N., University of Cincinnati
James Raymond Upshaw




B.S.N., Kent State University
Rachel Ann Vettiner
8.S" Eastern Kentucky University
B.B.A., Eastern Kentucky University
Melissa Ann Votaw
B,A., College of Mount S1. Joseph
Diane Beall Watts





Wilson Howard Willard III
B,S., Xavier University
Cryst;ll Lee Williams
BA, University of Cincinnati
Rebecca Louise Wilson
B.A" Northern Kentucky University
Jonathan William Wolf
BA, Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
Lori Lynn Wright






BS, Western Kentucky University
Ann :\h kri ng l\.'lalone
BA., UniverSity of Notre Dame
Fran \X'. i\L!nin
BS.Ed .. Bowling Green State UniverSity
Bridgcr Collecll McComas
B.SEd .. CUIll Laude, Ohio University
Helen i\'1iller McCune






B.S.N, University of Cincinnati
Debra Vonrrell Mills-Irvin
BS, University of Louisville
Joanne Ruth Mitchell
BS. Magna Cum Lauele, Northern Kentucky
University
Martha Garland Moesker
AB., With High Distinction, Eastern Kentucky
University
Barbar:] Maxine Morelock
B.A., Summa Gum laude, College of Mount 51.
Joseph
Kelly Lyn Navaro




B,A" Magna Cum laude, College ot Mount 51
Joseph
Jacqueline Neville
BB,A, University 01 Kentucky
Chrisrina L. Never




BA CUIll Lauele, College of Mount 51 Josepll
K:ncn Alida OWCI1S
BS . Mlalill UllIVerslty
i\nika Likcn Paarcn
BA.. Willi HOllors, Uiliversity of Wisconslll
l'el"1 j',1I1dilidis .II'.
BA UnlV(lrslty 01 Kentucky
( :olle,'n [Z,'nce Parr
[l.S Ulllv(~rsity 01 Soutll FlorICla
Ni, oil' I"i~a[,eth 1'L'mhalir
Il~; [1011 CIIIII:(W
Jost:ph L PCllningron
BA, Cum Laude. Wilmington College
Susan Brookc PcnninglOn




BS.Ed., Wright State University
Jennifer D.lwn Rammel
BS.Ed., Bowling Green State University
Shannon Noel Reurman
B,A.. Thomas More College
Carol Marie Rivera
B.S., Sonoma State University
Rebeccl Lynn Roberge




B.S., Summa Cum laude, University of Cincinnati





B.S.Ed., Magna Gum laude, University of Dayton
Deborah E, Schafer













B.S., University of Southern Colorado
Brandi LeAnn Slcdgc
BA. Southern illinOIS University
Jcnif'cr I<risrillc Slecsman
BA, University of Cincinnati
Bri'lIl I )om inic Sokol
BlA.. Xavier University
Joseph Ryan Sparhawk
BS. College uf Muunt St. Josepll
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Tara Ann Stamp
B.A., With Honors, The Ohio State University
Kennerh Arwell Stevenson
B.A., Cum laude, Wilmington College
Paul .I oseph Stratman
BA, Pontifical College Josephinurn
Tracy Lyn Tester




B.S" Tennessee State University





B.S.N., University 01 Cincinnati
James Raymond Upshaw




B,S,N., Kent State University
Rachel Ann Vettiner
B.S" Eastern Kentucky University
B.B.A., Eastern Kentucky University
Melissa Ann Votaw
B,A., College of Mount SI. Joseph
Diane Beall Warts





Wilson Howard Willard III
B.S., Xavier University
Crysral Lee Williams
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Rebecca Louise Wilson
B.A., Northern Kentucky University
Jonathan William Wolf
B.A, Cum laude, University ot Cincinnati
Lori Lynn Wright

















B.S., University of Cincinnati
Julie Ann Villena Cisko
B.B,A., Cum Laude, Thomas More College
Tina G. Cisle
B.A., Summa Cum Laude, Wilmington College
Michelle Sue Davis
B.A., Eastern Kentucky University
Maggie Ann Donisi
B.A., Miami University









B.A., University of Kentucky
Melissa Elizabeth Kemp Jewell
B.S,BA, Xavier University
Jerry Darrel Leftwich
B.S" Summa Cum Laude, Wilberforce University
Rex Darryl Lindsey
B.S, Iowa State University
Melissa L Luoma
B.A" University of Cincinnati
Roxane H. Mayes










B.A., Northern Kentucky University
Pamela Lynne Rogers
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Alice L. Shoemaker
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Todd Sledge




B.B.A., Thomas More College
Robert Wilson Wyatt
B.A., University of Connecticut
B.S., University of Connecticut
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B.BA. University of Cincinnati
William M. Allen .II'.
BS. Cum Laude. Youngstown State Umverslty
M.S .. Youngstown State University
Erika Lee Amlin
Sss.. Cum Laude, Miami University
Thomas Armstrong
SS, United States Military Academy
Audra Madonna Awn
SS, University of Toledo
Tara Alison Bailey
BSA, UllIversity of Kentucky
Erin Darlene Bonta-Lewis
B.A, Miami University
Michael Joseph Burke .I r.
BSA., University of Notre Dame
Kevin Anthony Byrum
BS" Magna Cum Laude. Miami University
Angela Marie Carbonell
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Padmaja Chebrolu
B.Ed., Osmania University




B.B.A., UniverSity of Cincinnati
Josc'ph Edward Coleman
BA., Tllomas More College
Jason P~llrick Combs
B.S.SA Cum Laude, Xavier University
Dwiglll I )uuglas Conley




BS. Nortllern Kentucky University
BSN. Universily of Clncmnatl
Raje"h I )oldd I) SOllZ'l
B.E . BornlJay UOlverslly
DIPL. Mall,lIaslllra Stale
Ihidgc'l [.l·li'l Llil~lhelh I bvey
!J.r: I Maljlla CIIIII l ,Hide. Uiliversily of Kt~ntltr:ky
t\kx ViltU'llI I ),Iwood
BSAT IJlllvl~r~;lty 01 Clllclliliall
Dr. lV[ich~lel A. Webb, Dl'rl!1
Michael John Dean
BA. College of Wooster
Claire Johnson Deason
BS" UniverSity of Florida
David James Deavy
B.S., Thomas More College
Susanne Juliane Dorka-Onnen
J.D., University of Osnabruck
Jose Alfonso F~lhsen
BE.SC, Rafael Landivar University
Richard James Firnbach
BB" Western Illinois University
Douglas Paul Flora




B.S., Miclligan State University
Aaron Bernard Fore







B.S., University of Cincinnati
L. Daniel Gibson
B.B,A., University of Cincinnati
Daniel Robert Graves




B.S.BA. Wright State University
Michael James Hammond
B.B,A., University of Kentucky
M~ltthew Scott Hayas
B.M.E., University of Dayton
Troy Brian Hensley




BS, University 01 Pune
MS, Universily nl Massaclllisetts
i\1argo i\kl\illlll'Y Jokovich
BA. Ulrivmslly 01 ClnClllllatl
"l·lly Bridgl'( 1\,;llicll






B,S., University of Louisville
Saima Sultana Khan












8,5., University of Madras
Cheryl Anne Lavender
8.5., Central State University
Hui Liao
8.E., Chongqing Jianzhu University
Mary Patricia McMahon Lienhart
A.B., Mount Holyoke College




B.S., The Ohio State University
Roger Eduardo Lopez












B.S, Wrrght State University
Roland Ngoc/c Mcsue
D Piltn, Howard University
Mcganarhan Mohanraj
BE, Regional Engineering College




B.S., University of Dayton
Lawrence Patrick Nurre












B.A., Shanxi Institute of Finance and Economics
Jo Ann Quinif
B.S., The Ollio State University
Marie Cole Lovelace Rasmussen




B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Todd Alan Rismiller
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Eduardo B. Rodriguez
B,E., Universidad Central de Venezuela
Thomas Anthony Rogers
B.S, New Jersey Institute of Technology
feffrey Joseph Ryan











l.S, University of Dayton
v1ichael A. Siegrist
I.S, NortiJerrl Kentucky University
)ai."y Rani Sinha
I.S. TIle Ollio State University
David Scott Smith
B.S.B,A., The Ohio State University
Brian Joseph Sode










B.E., Birla Institute of Technoiogy & Science




B.S" Magna Cum Laude, Shawnee State University'
Timothy Scott Amaral Vasconcellos
B,S.B.A., Miami University
Jayashree Venkatraman
B.S., University of Madras






Samuel Allen Bailey III
B.B,A., University of Kentucky
Chaitanya Bannerjee






B,S.N., College of Mount St. Joseph
Bradley John Busby
B.B.A., Cum Laude, Ohio University
Julianne Katherine Cardenzana
BA, University of Cincinnati
M,S., Miami University
Thomas Anthony Choquette
A.B, John Carroll University
Javier Leal Cisneros









B.S., University of Cincinnati
Kenneth John Dorio
B.S., Magna Cum Laude, University of Richmond
Michael Neal Doyle













B.A., University of Cincinnati
M.Ed., Xavier University
Stacy A. S. Harley
B.S., With Distinction, Pennsylvania State
University




B.S., With Honors, University of Houston
Bradley William Heizman




B.S.B., University of Cincinnati
Anupma Kedia
B.S., With Honors, Pennsylvania State University
Abdallah Ahmad Keis
B.B.A" University of Cincinnati
Khaled Hatem Younes Khairy
B.C., Ain Shams University
David Kirzner
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Joseph George Kromer
B.B.A" University of Cincinnati
Timothy David Laake
B,B.A., University of Cincinnati
Robert E. L1Mothe






BB.A, University of Kentucky
Sandra.l ean McCauley
BS.BA, Ollio Northern University
Thaddeus D. McCord
B.S., Wright State University
Thomas Kevin McGrath
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
David D, Melick










B.S., University of Cincinnati
Mark Francis Olivier




B.S., Sumrna Curn Laude, The Ohio State
University
Michael William Purcell










GS B.A. Xavier UllIVersity
I knnis AliL'n Romak
BS, LaVllfince Teclllilcal University
David William Romp
BA, Ohio University
Kei th Varyan Roush
B.B.A., University of Kentucky
Bradley Scott Ruotolo
B.S., The Ohio State University
T. Keith Schneider
B.S., Northern Kentucky University
Andrew Charles Seeger
BA, Albion College
B.C. E., University of Akron













B.S., Wright State University
Leonard R. Texter




B.S.B, Eastern Illinois University
Ramon Andres Urreaga
B.E., Cum Laude, The City College of New York
Jason Alan Urhe






B.S., Magna Cum Laude, Clemson University
Shannon Kathleen Williams
BS.BA, Cum Laude, Xavier University
Kristen Anne Woycke






B.A., University of Cape Coast
Thomas Aisenpreis
B.S, University of Stuttgart
Joseph Charles Albers
B.S., Northern Kentucky University
B.S.M.E., University of Kentucky
Alvaro Gabriel Alezard
B.S., Universidad De Carabobo
Kevin Scott Amon
B.S., Thomas More College
Denise Andrews









B.A., University of Cincinnati
Lorena Bastidas
B.S., Escuela Superior Politechnica Del Litoral
James Chriswpher Biaglow
B,S.M.E., University of Cincinnati
M.S., University of Cincinnati
Erin Marie Billhorn
B.B.A., Cum Laude, University of Toledo
Elizabeth Devou Bingham
B.A., William Smith College
Kennerh Otto Born
B.S., Purdue University




B.S.BA, Ohio Northern University
Gary Franklin Brock










B.S., Shill Cilien College
Melissa Elizabeth Christen
B.S.N., College of Mount St. Joseph
GregOly M. Conners
B.S., Cum Laude, College of Mount SI. Joseph
Manhew Coriale
B.S., University of Rocllester
Elizabeth Rita Virginia COX




B.S.C.E., University of Pennsylvania
Sampath Chandana Dabare
B.S.M.E., University of Kentucky
Anne Marie Dagenbach
B.S.J., Summa Cum Laude, Ohio University
Daniel J. DeBrosse
B.S.E.E., The Ohio State University
Elzbieta Deja
B.S., Clarkson University
David Paul DeKorte II
B.A., Pennsylvania State University
B.S., Pennsylvania State University
Olga Demekhin




















B.S.M.E., OhiO Nortllern University
Tt'resa Janine Fink
BS" Pennsylvania Slate University
Thomas C. Fong
B,S" Ball State University
Erica Leilani Fontana
8,S" University of Illinois
John L. Forman








B.S.M.E., The Ohio State University
Rachael Christine Grebe
B.S.N., University of Cincinnati
Henry Joseph Grimmelsman
BA, University of Cincinnati
Barbara Ann Hagan




M.P.H., Carnegie Mellon University
Michelle Kathleen Hammers





B.S,M.E., The Ohio State University
Tracey Marie Harnist
B,S,B.A., Bowling Green State University
James David Harrison Jr.
B,S" Purdue University
Tammie Marie Hart
B.S" University of Kentucky
Yabin He
B,S" Zhongshan University
Robert George Hendon II
B.B.A., University of Toledo
Marsha Ann Hess
B.S., Cum Laude, College of Mount SI. Joseph
Charles Timothy Hill




B.B,A., University of Cincinnati
Sara Anne Houpt
B.S., Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
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Clarence James Hughes III
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Michelle Lauren Hurley
B.S., Tuskegee University




B.S.B.A., The Ohio State University
Jennifer Elese Jones
B.S., The Ohio State University
Vincent Erik Keeling
B.B.A., Cum Laude, University of Kentucky
Raymond Kelly III
B.A., Cum Laude, Kentucky State University
Jason Patrick Kichler
B.S., Northern Kentucky University
David Andrew Kiehl
B.S.E.E., Summa Cum Laude, The Ollio State
University
M.S., University of Cincinnati
Torrey Carlos King




B.S" Magna Cum Laude, Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology
M.S., University of Cincinnati
Juan Mel Lazarde
B.S., Simon Bolivar University





B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Rebecca Jane Lubitz
B.S.N., Cum Laude, Xavier University
M.S.N., Xavier University
Maria Eugenia Machado de Alezard
B.A., Universidad De Carabobo
Kevin Patrick McDonnell
B.B.A., University of Notre Dame
Thomas Frank McEntee
B.A., Cum Laude, Northern Kentucky University
Robert George McGarvey
B.S.B., Cum Laude, Miami University
Gary Howard Miller
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Charb Joaquin Moreno
8.5 .. California State Polytechnic University
Theresa Mae Morrissey




8.S.ME.. University of Cincinnati
Richard Merle Norris Jr.
B. B.A., University of Cincinnati
Donna Lynn Offen
8.5., Slippery Rock University
Neal Ohlsson
8.S., University of Colorado
Bernard Phillip Oriol
8A, Magna Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
Trenton Thomas OttelY
8.5, Cum Laude. Ohio University
Christopher Robert Owens
8.S.. Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Anitha T. Panchanathan
8.S, Unversity of Madras
MS.. University of Madras






B.S., University of Charleston
Kathryn Marie Pelsor
B.S.8., Magna Cum Laude, Miami University
Michael John Pestorius
B.S. United States Naval Academy
Michele M. PfeiHer
B.S.C.E., UniverSity of Michigan
M.S., Case Western Reserve University
Ll\vrence Ikldley Pinsky
B.BA, University of Toledo
John Joseph Rahaim
BSME, Wlltl Honor, Georgia State Ul1Iversity
MS. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
(;ustavo Ramirez
B.A. University of Bogota Jorge Tadeo Lozano
Jmhlla T. Richardson
BS. University of CinCinnati
'·.rin I,llll';t Rohen.s
SA. Mil[jna CUIll Laude, Miami University
'\'/illialll Jaml's Row
llA, WllIl Dlstll1clion, Purdue UI1IVersity
Ryan Steven Schmutte
B.B.A, University of Cincinnati
Pamela Marie Schwartz
B.S.B.A., Cum Laude, Xavier University
Mia Nicole Sears
B.S., Florida A&M University
Stacy Lynn Sebastian
B.S.• Northern Kentucky University
Andrew Bryce Shafran






B.S,B,A., 80wling Green State University
Susan Leigh Sprague








B.S.ME, Summa Cum Laude, The Ohio State
University
Yvette Aline Meko Tagne
B.S., Catholic University of Central Africa
M.A., Catholic University of Central Africa
Gregory Paul Taylor




B.S., Cum Laude, Rose-Hulmanlnstitute
of Tecllnology
Joseph Angelo Treinen
B.BA.. University of Cincinnati
Brian .I oseph 'freml
B.S .. Milwaukee School of Engineering
M.S., Purdue University
Katharine Maxine Treml
BSM.E., Witil Higil Distinction, University
of Kentucky
MS, Purdue University
Jorge Gabriel Durari Valdiviesu
BA. Cum Laude, Unlversidad Santa Maria
La Antigua
Tony Russell Valles





B.B,A, Iowa State University
Vijayakumar Veerachammy
B.E., Madurai Kamaraj University
Max Joseph Verkamp
B.A., With Honors, University of Notre Dame
Christian Anthony Voelpel
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Stephen Griffin Vollmer Jr.
B.S,B.A., Xavier University
Sherri Lynn Warner
B.S.BA, University of Louisville
Roger Lee Wells
B.A., SUNY Buffalo
M.A, University of Cincinnati
Thomas Paul Wermeling
BA, Northern Kentucky University
Bethany Anne Willey
B.S., The Ohio State University
Richard Leigh Williams




B.s.M.E., University of Houston
Joseph Anthony Zappasodi
BA, College of Mount SI. Joseph
Andrew Joseph Zehnder
B.S.. Cum Laude, Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology
M.S, University of Cincinnati
Karen Melissa Zenge!















BFA, Maryland Institute College of Art
Johnnie Bennit Carroll




B.S., Stephen F. Austin State University
M.S., University of Houston
Gregory Michael Elkins
BS.BA, University of Arkansas
Charlotte Marie Fischer
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Thomas Zhi Xun Fu
B.E, The City College of New York






Ph.D., University of Florida
Rajkumar Grandhi





M.D .• University of Kentucky
Jill Marie Isley
B.S.B., Indiana University
Kei th Allen Marsh
B.S., Purdue University
Daniel Patrick McNally
B.S., Pennsylvania State University
James Michael Meer
B.S., Magna Cum Laude, Marian College
David Wayne Morris
B.A., With High Distinction, University of Kentucky:
David Anthony Nolletti
BA., With High Honors, Lehigh University
Jose Francisco Guerra Perez
B.S., Equivalent
Carmen Lidia Pinheiro






BMd, 2nd Class, Bangalore University
Anthony Ray Rigelman






B.S., University of Illinois
Gary Lawrence Stewart
B.S., Summa Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati









-----EOMUNO D. PELLEGRINO, M.D. ------------------------1
Physician, researcher, educator, philosopher-all of these titles describe Dr. Edmund 0,
Pellegrino. Yet all fall short of giving an accurate picture of his distinguished 59-year career. I
I
!
Dr. Pellegrino graduated summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Science degree from St. John's
University in 1941, and received his medical degree from New York University in 1944. After
residencies at Bellevue Hospital, Goldwater Memorial Hospital and Homer Folks Tuberculosis
Hospital, he served as a research fellow in renal medicine and physiology at New York University.
Currently, Dr. Pellegrino is the professor emeritus of medicine and medical ethics at Georgetown
University Medical Center. Over the course of his career in medicine and university administration,
he has held a wide range of prestigious postS, including professor and chairman of the department of
medicine at the University of Kentucky; chancellor and vice president for health affairs at the
University of Tennessee; vice president for the health services and dean of the school of medicine at
the State University of New York; president and chairman of the board of directors at the Yale-New
Haven Medical Center; professor of medicine at Yale University; president and professor of philoso-
phy and biology at the Catholic University of America; director of the Kennedy Institute of Ethics at
Georgetown University; and John Carroll professor of medicine and medical ethics at Georgetown.
Dr. Pellegrino is a Master of the American College of Physicians and a fellow or member of 20
scientific, professional and honorary societies. He has been the recipient of 45 honorary degrees and
numerous other awards, including the Benjamin Rush Award from the American Medical Associa-
tion, the Abraham Flexner Award of the Association of American Medical Colleges, and the Laetare
Award of the University of Notre Dame.
Dr. Pellegrino has also contributed significantly to the literature in his field. He's the aurhor or
co-author of 19 books, and is the founding editor of the Journal ofMedicine and Philosophy, In
addition, he has published more than 550 articles, reviews and other writings on the subjects of
science, philosophy and ethics.
As the national debate on stem cell research heated up in recent years, Dr. Pellegrino spoke out
against relaxing the congressional ban on the production and use of living embryos as the source of
stem cells.
In recognition of his efforts on behalf of ethics and moraliry in the practice of medicine, Xavier





Xavier was founded in 1831 by Bishop Edward Dominic Fenwick, O.P., pioneer Catholic
bishop of Ohi~, as the f-lrst Catholic institution of higher learning in the Northwest Territory.
Known as the Athenaeum, the college's first building in downtown Cincinnati, was largely
financed by European Catholics and particularly by Catholic citizens of Vienna. The f-lrst class
numbered 60 students. From its beginning, the school was dedicated to the patronage of St. Francis
Xavier. The Athenaeum attracted students from as Ell" away as New Orleans, Mexico and Central
America, and its educational quality drew many local Protestant students.
At the invi tation of Bishop John Purcell of Cincinnati, the Society of Jesus aesuits) assumed
control of the institution in 1840, ensuring a steady source of faculty. Under John A. Elet, S.J., the
f-lrst Jesuit president, the institution was renamed St. Xavier College.
Xavier offered its f-lrst evening classes in 1841 and summer courses were introduced in 1914,
thus beginning a tradition of serving the unique needs and schedules of professionals and aspiring
professionals in the Cincinnati community.
In 1920, the college moved to its present site in Avondale, and in 1930 was renamed Xavier
University, reflecting its growth and complexity. While women had been attending Xavier's evening
college since its early years, Xavier's undergraduate "day" college became coeducational in 1969. In
1980 Xavier acquired the Edgecliff College programs and integrated them with those
at Xavier, and by 1987 Edgecliff faculty, staff and students were moved onto the Xavier campus.
Xavier's growth in over a century and a half since its founding reflects its origins as a teaching
institution which soundly prepares students for careers or graduate study or both. A Xavier educa-
tion, particularly at the undergraduate leve\' is marked by the emphasis on liberal arts learning
contained in Xavier's core curriculum. Equally important in the Xavier tradition is the synthesis of
human, cultural and ethical values; concern and respect for people; and an appreciation of the
worth and dignity of the self and others.
The College of Arts and Sciences, Xavier's largest and oldest college, enrolls approximately 1,650
undergraduate and 80 graduate students, and accepts the primary responsibility for the liberal arts
education of all Xavier undergraduates. The Williams College of Business enrolls 950 undergradu-
ates and 960 MBA students, and is dedicated to preparing business students for positions of
responsibility and leadership. The College of Social Sciences enrolls 980 undergraduate and 1,650
graduate students in specialized areas of human services.
Xavier has been an innovator in graduate education, establishing, for example, the first graduate
program in Montessori education in the United States. Its graduate programs in education have
produced the second highest number of school administrators in the state of Ohio. Xavier's gradu-
ate program in health services adminisrration is a recognized innovator in the field. The Executive
MBA Prol-\ram, the Health Services Administration Program and the MEd in I-[uman Resource
[)<:ve\opllll'nt educate upper level m:llugers, professionals and executives while they maintain their
currenr pmitions in their respenive oIWlIli/.ations. The Department of Psychology offers a master's
degree with specializations in Ceneral Experimental and Industrial/Organizational. While some of
these graduates continut their tducation, many assume rtsponsible positions in corporate America.




HONORS BACHELOR OF ARTS PROGRAM
Students who complete a major in
classical studies with emphasis on
history, literature, Latin, Greek, and
philosophy.
UNIVERSIlY SCHOLARS PROGRAM
Undergraduate students who have
completed a series of honors courses in
the core curriculum.
Honors are awarded on the basis of
outstanding achievement in academic
study. The undetgraduate student must
have completed at least half of the degree
requirements and half of the courses in
the major field at Xavier University to be
eligible for honors. These honors are
inscribed on the student's diploma,
prin ted on the stlldent's officialuniver-
sity permanent record and announced at
the commencement ceremony. These
students are easily recognizable by their
gold honors cord.
UNIVERsm SERVICE FELLOWS
This nationally recognized service
fellowship program honors the highest
academic achievement and an outstand-
ing record of volunteer community
service. The recipients keep their
fellowships through their four years at
Xavier by maintaining a 3.25 grade point
average and performing ten hours of
HONOR GRADUATES
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor's degree students who have
earned a quality point average of at least
3.90 on a 4.00 point scale in college
work will be recognized as graduating
Summa Cum Laude.
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor's degree students who have
earned a quality point average of3.75 to
3.899 on a 4.00 point scale in college
work will be recognized as graduating
Magna Cum Laude.
community service a week. Service
fellows receive full tuition, fees, room
and board and a book stipend.
Students graduating today from these
three special university programs are
wearing blue and white ribbons with
bronze medallions bearing the university
seal. These medals were presented to
them at an earlier ceremony.
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor's degree students who have
earned a quality point average of 3.50 to
3.749 on a 4.00 point scale in college
work will be recognized as graduating
Cum Laude,
ASSOCIATE DEGREE
Students who complete an Associate
Degree with the criteria above will be
recognized as graduating "with highest
honor," "with high honor" and "with
honor."
ACADEMIC APPAREL HISTORY AND SIGNIFICANCE
The history of academic dress and
significance has its beginnings from the
earliest days of the old universities. As
early as the fourteenth centlllY some
colleges required scholars to wear long
gowns, Specifications of academic apparel
became greatly diversified in Europe.
In May 1895, representatives from
colleges and universities in the United
States met at Columbia University to
,\dopt a national standardized inter-
collegiate academic apparel code.
'fhe "Intercollegiate Bureau of
Academic Costume" was formed in 1902
to serve as the information source in
matters pertaining to academic dress. In
19.')2 the American Council on Education
appoinred a committee to revise the
appare:l codes established in 1895. Review
and re:visions to the 1895 academic
,lpp,lrei codes occurred in 1932 and 1959.
GOWNS
The: gown J-(ll' the bachelor's degree
has pointed sleevl's and is worn closed,
'I'he master's de:gree gown has oblong
sleeves which open at the wrist and is
designl'd with lilste:ners so that it may be
worn open or closed. Both the bachelor's
and master's degree gowns are black with
no trim. The robes worn by Xavier's
doctoral candidates are blue. The sleeves
of the doctoral robes are longer than the
master's, are trimmed in black velvet and
have three velvet bands around each sleeve
above the elbow. Doctoral gowns from
other universities are most often black,
but some universities have adopted colors.
HOODS
Hoods are worn for the master's
degree. The material of the hood is black
and is made of the same material as the
gown. The master's hood should be three
and one-half feet in length and lined
with the official color or colors of the
college or university conferring the
degree. The edging is to be three inches
of velvet or velveteen with the color
being distinctive of the subject to which
the degree pertains. The colors that








THE DOCTORAL HOODING CEREMONY
The hooding ceremony is the
traditional ceremony for conferring the
doctorate. The Xavier Doctor of
Psychology degree (Psy.D,) is based in
the practitioner-scientist model. This
means that graduates are skilled in the
practice of clinical psychology and in
the research process that develops the
scientific base of such practice. The
hooding ceremony reflects this model.
Graduates are greeted and escorted by
the Director ofClinieal Training, while
the hooding itself is carried out by the
Chair of the student's dissertation
committee and the Chair of the
Psychology Department. Thus, clinical
work, research activity, and scholarship
are all represented.
CAPS
Black mortarboards of the same
material as the gown are to be worn with
the tassel of the color pertaining to the
degree fastened to the middle point of
the top of the cap.
PROCESSIONAL BANNERS
The banners carried in today's ceremony represent Xavier's three colleges. A banner
precedes the srudenrs from each college.
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Wisdom, revealed by Christ and discovered by human reason, was seen
in the Middle Ages as a lamp, and the university was created to be the
lampstand that would make it shine before all.
THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
The ship of commerce recognizes that the earliest business communica-
tion and trade between nations was by merchant ships. The spirit of
these early entrepreneurs sparked the growth of modern day business.
THE COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
The orb is symbolic of the many cultures who benefit from the associate
through doctoral degree programs offered in professional and liberal
arts disciplines. The quill represents devotion to the advancement and
dissemination of knowledge locally, nationally and internationally.
THE MACE
The mace symbolizes the legal and chatTered authority of Xavier University. It is brought
into the gathering immediately before the President. Historically, the mace was a war club.
In the Middle Ages it was carried by a bodyguard to defend a person of authority. Today,
its purpose is strictly ceremonial and carried by the Grand Marshal. During the ceremony
the mace rests at the front of the stage in its holder.
A mace is a cusrom-made piece of art and sometimes crafted from relics of the university.
It can be decorated with gems and precious metals, sometimes in the off-Icial university
colors. The Xavier University mace was designed and crafredby Bernard Schmidt, Professor
Emeritus, of the department of art.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Phowgraphs of the graduates will be taken by a professional photographer during the
ceremony. Guests are permitted to take pictures from the floor area by the stage. Please






































































































The names and honors ofthe graduates listed are for purposes ofthis program and do not 'represent a final certification ofgraduation.
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THE SEAL OF XAVIER UNIVERSITY -----l
I
The seal of Xavier University combines three principal ideas:
St. Francis Xavier, patron ofthe university; the Jesuit order ofwhich
he was a distinguished member; and the university. The five vertical
stripes suggest the coat of arms of the Xavier family. A right arm
wearing the Jesuit robe holds aloft the cruciHx, signifying St. Francis
Xavier preaching Christ crucified. The three sea shells signify the
three journeys of Xavier into the Orient. Above the shield is the
Jesuit seal, IHS, the first three letters of the name Jesus in Greek.
Below is the Jesuit motto, AMDG [Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam],
which translates "to the Greater Glory ofGod," and the words Vidit
Mirabilia Magna, a phrase from the psalms applied to St. Francis
Xavier, which translates "he has seen great wonders."
X;lvier lJIl;Vl'r,ity i';ln acadell1ic COll1111lll1ilY colllmitted to ellml opponunity (;)1' "II persllns '-egaI'd less llfage, st'x, ra"e, religion, handi"ap or national origin.




Dear Alma Mater Xavier!
Undying troth we pledge to you
That we the living shall hold true
The faith of those of years now gone
Inviolate kept and thus passed on.
So may the trust within us dwell
And may this song our voices swell
Until resounds 0' er hill and dell
Dear Alma Mater Xavier.
3800 Victory Parkway
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207
